
Volcanoes and Earthquake 
YEAR 5 Topic Overview 

 

 

ENGLISH: 
Key texts –The Explorer by Katherine Rundell 
Videos (Literacy shed)  
Poetry – Earth, Volcanoes and Earthquakes. 
Focus on figurative language e.g similes 
Narrative – based on the book ‘Escape from 
Pompeii’ by Christina Balit  

Global Citizenship: 
Social justice -debate about 
the for and against of 
populating the flanks of 
volcanoes and living in 
Earthquake prone areas such 
as Japan.  

ART: 
Children to create erupting volcanoes 
and experiment with colour to create 
a mood and depth.  
 
Earthquake lettering, children to 
write their names and focus on 
making 3D using shading and 
different tones.  

DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY: 
 Children to investigate how countries 
make earthquake proof structures 
and create a their own structures and 
test their stability.  
 
A shoebox scene of earthquake or 
volcanoes with labelling to 
understand how they are formed and 
aftermath. 

MATHS: 
Addition and subtraction  
Identifying multiples and factors including 
factor pairs and common factors.  
Rounding to check accuracy  
Multi step addition and subtraction 
problems. 
Prime numbers and prime factors. 
Multiplying and dividing by 10’s, 100’s and 
1000’s.  
Understanding squared and cubed numbers. 
 
 

SCIENCE: 
 Living things and their 
habitats. 

 Habitats of living 
things 

 Life cycles including 
amphibians and plants 

 Researching 
naturalists such as 
David Attenborough 

 Understanding 
reproduction in plants 
and animals 

HISTORY: 
Mount Vesuvius – What did Pompeii 
look like in the past (village) How has 
it changed over time? From eruption 
to tourist attraction. 
Yellowstone park investigation, what 
will this place look like in the future? 
 

GEOGRAPHY: 
Features and causes of Volcanoes and 
Earthquakes and the aftermath. 
Understanding of how the Earth is 
formed and tectonic plates. 
Understanding that Lulworth and 
Durdle Door have been formed 
through Weymouth anticline. 
Locate volcanoes on a map.  
 

PSHE/THRIVE: 
Positive relationships 
Online relationships  
Up to date information 
around Covid  
 
 
 

VISITS & ENRICHMENT: 
 Earthquake simulation, 
children to understand the 
steps to take for 
Earthquakes. 
 
Science experiment – 
Erupting volcanoes using 
baking soda  

COMPUTING: 
Google Earth 
Fact file using publisher 
Search engines 
Typing speed 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION: 
Strategic games 
Dance 

MUSIC: 
Creating the sound of 
volcanoes and 
Earthquakes. 
Understanding how to 
use pitch to create 
suspense.   

TOPIC FINALE: 
Presenting our structures 
and shoe boxes.  


